


Network Discipline

Firm Customer Commitment:
• Contracted agreement outlining volume, rates, and flow of business.  

Detailed:
• We work hard to differentiate between “commitment” and “benchmark or goal”
• Primary vs backup

Tracking:
• Produce automated reports outlining customer specific details.  
• The CS team is responsible for managing and reporting weekly

Communication:
• Important to outline clearing from start and agree on reporting standards 
• Share the data before monthly or quarterly calls
• Still very important that front line CSR is aware of requirements and reports regularly



Most efficient tools:
• Customized reports
• Communication

Sales and Operations collaborate about commitments
• Important to consider total effect on all teams
• Long term relationships
• What fits in our network and operation best

Customers are very receptive right now when you offer them more capacity!!!



Main Role of Sales Team in this Market

MAKE MONEY

Account Management
➢ Communicate
➢ Understand customers pain points
➢ Offer solutions
➢ Educate
➢ Know the competition

Network Discipline
➢ Listen to Operations Team
➢ What isn’t working and why
➢ What’s hot and why
➢ Identify customers you want to grow with and offer them capacity where needed



Discovering New Opportunities
➢ Provide solutions
➢ Share what you’re doing with other customers
➢ Find people that are willing to think differently
➢ What do we need from our customer?

➢ Better payment terms?
➢ Different accessorial rules?
➢ Yard checks?

Discussing Change
➢ Be honest
➢ Give time to process/adjust
➢ Provide options



Responsive Resourceful Flexible

Thomas E. Keller Trucking
An affiliate of Keller Logistics Group



Network Discipline

 We remain in our network 99% of time, even within our network we remain in certain lanes 
and small regions pretty steadily

 Trucking Division roughly 60,000 loads per year - less than 500 outside of this network. 
Brokerage roughly 9,000 loads per year and 2,500 loads outside of this network

 With only 150 trucks we feel the need to build density in certain lanes from a sales, 
operations, and driver retention standpoint

 With the spot market favorable we are a little more likely to venture outside the zone but 
still few and far between

 When looking at lanes within a 250 mile radius of our terminal we utilize hub and spoke idea 
pretty consistently, if doesn’t make sense to bring through our yard we tend to avoid

 Over the past several years we have maintained this network pretty steadily with minor 
variations – currently reducing length of haul and tightening the network in some more to 
give drivers more home time – caveat to this idea is drivers will drive less miles but need the 
same or more money



Network Map



Hub and Spoke Local Network



Customer Capacity
• Evaluating Customers, positives and negatives: using Scorecards, 

and considering past practices, such as “Driver Friendly.”

• How does your Network enter the Capacity decision?

• How do you Analyze New Opportunities-Regional, Dedicated, OTR? 

• What Tools do you employ to analyze the Data around Customer 
Demand (Lost Sales, Load Acceptance, On Time Delivery, Driver 
Friendly Facilities?)

• How are you utilizing Intermodal in today’s freight market?

• How are you using internal Brokerage options when Capacity 
merits?



Customer Capacity



• Data collected as needed from 

drivers, CSR’s, sales team

• Scorecards not used for this purpose

• Variables considered

• Dwell time

• Restroom facilities

• Parking

• Early arrival acceptance

• Condition of loading dock

• Entryway

Evaluating and Repositioning Customers, positives and 

negatives: using Scorecards, and considering past practices, 

such as “Driver Friendly.”



• Prioritize customers – VIP’s get 

preference

• Margins, volume, agreements

• KPI’s track freight balance within 

regions

• When completing RFP’s, we look for 

point of interest and look to fill gaps in 

freight balance in target areas

• Seek higher rates in uncompetitive 

areas for better leverage in brokering

How does your Network enter the Capacity decision?



• Does it satisfy our needs identified in 

Gap Analysis

• Does it replace freight with improved 

RPM?

• Does it increase length of haul?

• Does it get drivers home consistently 

(every night)?

How do you Analyze New Opportunities-

Regional, Dedicated, OTR? 



• Internal and external customer 

scorecards for lost sales, load 

acceptance and on time deliveries

• Private Facebook page and Omnitracs

macros available for driver feedback 

• CSR’s complete preliminary checklist 

when setting up new customers for 

information on facilities, including

• Parking availability

• Restrooms

• Allowed to break on-site

• Driving directions

What Tools do you employ to analyze the Data around 

Customer Demand (Lost Sales, Load Acceptance, On 

Time Delivery, Driver Friendly Facilities?)



Benchmarking TC-07
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CUSTOMER COMMITMENTS
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What is your definition of a firm customer commitment?

How detailed are your commitments today? 

Given the current capacity crunch, commitment is defined in terms of volume per week 
for specific destinations and, more recently, specific shipping days of the week (pre-
planning).

How do you track them? 

The customer service group ensures commitments are met and, if not, will escalate to 
the Director of Operations.

How do you communicate the process and needs with the customer? 

Through meetings or conference calls with the sales rep and Director of Operations.



CUSTOMER COMMITMENTS
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What is your definition of a firm customer commitment?

What are the most efficient tools you use in today’s volatile market?

Posting Index with TransCore: it highlights the current trend of volume of trucks and 
loads posted in various states and provinces. Our logistics department is also a good 
benchmark.

Who in the organization makes these decisions?

The VP of each business unit. For major customers dealing with multiple business 
units, the process is reviewed with the CEO.

How receptive are your customers when you offer them a discount to change a 
shipping pattern (e.g., shipping day of the week) to better fit your freight 
network?

Some adapt quickly. Some have constraints they cannot currently change. Overall, 
customers are highly receptive to any suggestions in the current market. Since the 
new e-log, some customers are more receptive to adapting to our
shipping patterns and are showing increased scheduling flexibility.



Customer 

Capacity



Customer Capacity Philosophy

“Yes, we can handle that”

No bad freight – Just bad rates

Keep assets “niched” in network

Close relationship between Fleet & Brokerage

Better Transparency between all companies

Fleets provide the “In” to mine more 

opportunities



Evaluating & Repositioning Customers

We solicit consistent lanes that are driver 

friendly to include drop/hook for Fleet

Freight is priced according to degree of 

difficultly, distance & time involved

We internally measure accounts with assistance 

from programming & finance to determine value

We do not use a bolt on tool presently to 

measure lanes & accounts



Capacity – Network Decision

We are extremely selective in the freight we 

choose for our fleet in its tight network

We market & accept other freight and push to our 

brokerage

We have inside CSR’s in the fleet that mine out and 

send freight to our brokerage that we do not want 

to haul on our assets



Analysis of New Opportunities

Six outside sales reps are consistently seeking 

new large brokerage opportunities.  

During this process they uncover & determine 

Best Cartage “niche” fleet business as well as 

private fleet dedicated opportunities for our 

Best Dedicated company and specialized 

opportunities for our Best Specialized company.



Tools – Analysis of Data

We use our programming & finance departments to 
mine data on a comparative basis weekly, monthly 
and quarterly to compare customer levels and ROI.

We have also moved a Logistics CSR with a 
technical background into an Analyst position to 
enable us to better integrate & utilize technology 
in our operations and measure data around 
customers so better decisions can be made quickly 
on the ground level.



Final Thoughts

• Be creative, Be positive and look for ways to 

create win-win solutions with customers.

• Yes, we can handle that!

• Thank You



Customer Capacity – Greensboro Meeting

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591



Customer Capacity

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591

Evaluating and repositioning customers; 
positives & negatives?

• Positives

– Right sizes our network

– Benefits drivers most of the time

– Benefits the bottom line…immensely!!!

• Negatives

– Difficult to do in a shipper’s market

– A lot of work & time consuming

– Usually causes pain on the Operations department



Customer Capacity

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591

How does your network enter the capacity 
decision?

• Capacity priorities

– Driver friendly???

– Efficiencies

– Profitability

– Payment terms 

– FSC program

– Geographical footprint



Customer Capacity

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591

How does your company analyze new 
opportunities – regional, dedicated, OTR? 

• Regional opportunities

– Round trips only

– Weekly frequencies & efficiencies

– Amount of home time for drivers

– Payment terms

– FSC program 



Customer Capacity

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591

New opportunities (continued)

• Local, onsite opportunities

– Hourly rate and wages

– Estimated hours per week per job

– Amount of equipment required

– Fuel program if applicable

– Payment terms



Customer Capacity

(800) 777-4668

bestwayexpress.com

PO Box 728

Vincennes, IN 47591

What tools do you employ to analyze the data 
around customer demand?

• Customer monitored KPIs

– On time pick up and delivery performance

– Load tendering acceptance percentages

– # of loads given back to customer per day/week



Best Logistics Site Visit

•3:00 pm Depart for Best Cartage Tour

•3:30 pm Best Cartage Facility Tour

•5:00 pm Depart for Hotel

•5:30 pm Arrive at Hotel

•6:00 pm Depart for Dinner



Group Administration

•Old Business: 
TPP Groups, Chart of Accounts, 

•New Business: 
Swapping Groups

•Meetings:
October 2/3rd – Chicago Topics?

April 30/ May 1 – Franklin, Regency Site Visit 



Best Logistics Tour

•Operations

•Maintenance

•Safety

•Recruiting

•Admininstration

•Logistics



Best Idea Session!
• Each Member develops a presentation that has 
been a Process or Program that is working to 
match Capacity with Customer Demand.

• Presentation should be 10 Minutes. 

• Each Carrier will put $40 in the Pool; after all 
presentations, we will vote for the top 2 
Presenters, and they will split the pool 60/40. 
Good Luck!



Main Sales Role
• Account Management – status quo?

• Network Discipline and needed freight where identified

• Discovering New Opportunities-Regional/Dedicated

• Process used successfully in the past for addressing 
changed circumstances with Customers.

• Have your target and/or compensation plans adjusted 
from straight L/H Revenue quotas (for those sales 
organizations that still rely heavily on growth of L/H 
revenue as base of incentive-commission plans) to more 
dedicated/specialized service opportunities where those 
contracts are more of a take or pay arrangement paid 
on a revenue per truck per week basis?
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ROLE OF THE SALES TEAM IN THIS MARKET

▪ Role has changed:  maintaining vs Development

▪ Lane balancing

▪ Convert contract to spot market for transition period

▪ Support operations in explaining the current market and rates 
increases to customers.

▪ Propose spot quote to new customer struggling with capacity 
when asset is not available.  (Brokerage division)

▪ Support other divisions in selling our 3PL solution.

















S&H

Main Role of  Sales Team



The Basics

• Customer Bids

• Build/Maintain relationship with key contacts

• Evaluate freight with profitability and equipment efficiencies in mind

• Increase line-haul rates

• Find needed backhauls

• Negotiate accessorial agreements



Area to Focus – Accessorial Agreements

• The freight world is changing and customer need to pay for the inefficiencies 

of  their waiting time and equipment usage.  Key metrics we are focused on 

are below:

• Driver Loading/Unloading Detention from 2+ hours to 1 hour

• Trailer detention beginning 24 business hours after drop

• Increases to stop offs/out of  route miles/layovers/redeliveries

• Pricing these charges to make money when they occur rather than breakeven or take a loss



Approach to Increase

1. Created master accessorial document listing each customers detention/stop 

offs/ect.

2. Highlighted the customer that were regular offenders of  X accessorial

3. Created standardized agreement and roll out to ALL customers stating this 

is a new company policy

4. Negotiate terms as needed



Driver Capacity
• Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?

• What are you doing to address “Work Life 
Balance” of the Job?

• Where does the Customer affect the Driver 
Retention?

• Retention (Pay Increases), Recruiting Pipeline



Driver Capacity



• Just like Rick Astley, we are 

“never gonna give drivers up” 

• Some advertising sources are

• Social media

• Wi-Fi enabled targeting

• Search engine marketing

• Tried and true Craigslist

Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?



• Putting an ad out there and leaving 

it will NOT work

• Be a reoccurring thought

• More than one touch for a 

decision to be made

• Awareness – consideration – decision

• Present reminder 

Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?



• Technology changes

• What works one year might (but 

probably will not) work the next

• Stay on top of trends

Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?



• Don’t forget about your biggest 

fans

• Driver testimonial will mean more 

• Google and Facebook reviews

• Let them do the recruiting

Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?



• Get drivers home more often

• Investing in shorter freight – home 

weekly

• City operations – home nightly

What are you doing to address “Work Life Balance” of the Job?



• Bad customer experience = lost 

driver

• Experiences can be

• Lack of parking

• Not allowing drivers to use 

facilities

• Not allowing an early drop time

• Extended delay or dwell time

• Working relationship with customers 

• Our drivers are our customers too

Where does the Customer affect the Driver Retention?



• Goal = Keep drivers

• Pay increases

• .02 pay increase across the 

board

• .04 pay increase for our casual

Retention (Pay Increases), Recruiting Pipeline



• In 2009, TransLand implemented 

logging via electronics

• Drivers unfamiliar have difficulty 

with mindshift

• Train every driver

• As much time as necessary

• Make them comfortable

What has been, or will be the Impact of ELD enforcement to 

your Driver Recruiting efforts?



Driver Capacity



Recruiting 
Pipeline – how 

do we reach 
more?

• Recruiter – right person, first contact, marketing 
(selling)

• Referrals – ALL employees and Independent 
Contractors are eligible for bonus

• Guaranteed weekly minimum pay

• Honoring prior driving experience and applying 
to our tier pay/benefits package

• Social Media – get involved with the 
communities you operate in through charitable 
organizations and use it in your ads



Retention

• Pay structure geared toward seniority

• Fuel economy/Safety bonus

• Driver of the Month

• Catch Me at My Best 

• Get involved with state and national TDC

• Talk with and LISTEN to your drivers



Work Life 
Balance

• Get drivers engaged in the business – involve 
them in decisions that affect them

• Know what type of work your drivers prefer 

• Length of shift 

• Be flexible – time off, start/end times – able to 
adjust to the needs of your drivers 



The Customer 
Affect

• Who is more important – your driver or your 
customer?

• Get your customers on board with retaining 
drivers – it’s in their best interest

• Be prepared and willing to confront a customer 
with issues

• Be willing to give a customer notice to cancel a 
contract

• Take credit for what you’ve accomplished
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Recruiting Pipeline – How do you reach more?

• Our recruiters utilize multiple job board sites specifically targeted to truck drivers 

• Placing ads on social media targeting specific areas 

• Attending trucking schools throughout several states that are strategically located to match our 

network

• Halvor Lines training program 

• Additional recruiters added in multiple terminals

• Driver referrals

• Best Fleets to Drive For 6 years in a row



What are your doing to address “Work Life Balance” of the Job?

Health and Wellness Program 

• Exercise equipment installed in trucks
• Inverters in tractors offer the ability to have microwaves and refrigerators to encourage 

healthy eating on the road
• On site work out facilities, including a fitness and nutrition coach
• EpicVue Satellite TV with DVR in cabs
• Passenger and pet program

Hiring to our needs, not to fill seats

• Predictive lanes focused on hauling customer freight in our network
• Targeted hiring in locations that work well within our network
• Directing drivers towards “best fit” divisions for their income and home time needs
• Clear communication of duties and expectations with prospective drivers before hiring 

and during orientation



Where does the Customer affect the Driver Retention

• Detention at pickup and drop off 

• Number of stops or multiple stops

• Utilizing drop and hooks or preloads

• Driver friendly facilities



Retention (Pay Increases), Recruiting Pipeline

• Reviewing overall pay increase

• Reviewing and rewriting accessorial pay policies and amounts

• High level hiring standard; we don’t hire our turnover 

• Keeping updated and maintained equipment tailored to driver requests

• Implementing a plan to hire Part time drivers that would have flexible hours



TC07 

Driver Capacity
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Hire more
Keep those 

who we 
have hired

2 primary tactics to grow our Driver pool….



We have focused on:

- Referrals (Driver bonus)

- Social media – including live chats

- Building our own Driver (new to profession)

- Different job types to match different lifestyles (eg:  

truck share, regional, home daily)

We are presently working on:

- Changing our Recruiters to be active sellers as 

opposed to application processers

- Pay increases

- Cross-border focused

- Customized rates based on work difficulty 

and/or Customer demand

Hire more



We have focused on:

- Safety

- Steady income

- Open-door policy

- Work variety

- Modern equipment

We are presently working on:

- “No touch” truck perk

- Driver Based Planning

- Instead of Ping-Pong and being focused on 

Customer

- Maximize work for first few days back after 

days off

- Plan at least 2 legs where possible

- Understand preferences

Keep 
more



How have we done?

2015 
turnover 
= 23%

2016 = 
21%

2017 = 
20%

2018 
Target 
<18%?



Adjourn
Have a Productive Convention.

TCA InGauge thanks you for Your Business!


